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MAKING SA open a success
Randpark Club recently hosted a successful SA Open tournament from 9-12 January. Testimony to 
the playability of the two courses was the very low winning score of -21, as well as Brandon Stone’s 
compliment to the greenkeeping team for the 'best' fairways he has played on in a while.  
Smith Power-supplied Toro machines played a significant role in keeping the turf in the best condition.

Boasting what is deemed to be two of the best manicured courses 
in South Africa, as well as a separate mashie course, Randpark 

is one of the golf clubs in Johannesburg that has three courses. 

golfers world-class playability. 
Testimony to this world-class playability is the recent successful 

hosting of the SA Open. Won by Brendan Grace, the tournament 

point for the greenkeeping team and the golf course management  
at large was Brandon Stone’s comments regarding the fairways  
at the facility. 

Speaking to the media in a pre-tournament interview, Stone said 
the fairways at Randpark Golf Course were the best he had seen 
anywhere in recent years. 

For Roger Innes, Head Course Superintendent at Randpark, this is 

While he attributes lady luck to the conditions during the 
tournament, saying everything just fell in place, especially the rain 
that fell at just the right time, Innes has paid tribute to Smith Power 
Equipment for the support during the tournament. For the past  
25 years, Smith Power Equipment, the local supplier of Toro 
equipment, has always been the preferred supplier to Randpark Club. 

supplier to the club by lending some crucial equipment to help keep 
conditions at Randpark world-class. 

Great support

to Randpark. The machines were deployed to keep the greens and 
fairways in top condition prior and during the tournament. 

heavy mowing conditions where extra capacity is needed. The light 

giving up performance and durability.

consistent playability on each and every green. 
.

Topdressing does the trick

Workman HDX with Pro Pass Top Dresser supplied by Smith Power. 
The machine has since made a huge difference. “We have deployed 
the new HDX for top dressing of the greens. It has since made such a 
massive difference at the club,” explains Innes.  

the playing surface. “Topdressing is one of the single most important 
procedures we can do to improve playing conditions, but also 
improve long-term turfgrass health,” explains Innes. 

“Topdressing of greens is one of the most important procedures that 

health,” adds Innes. 
The Workman HDX with a Pro Pass Top Dresser, which has 

replaced an older version of the same machine (spec for spec) 
is offering new capabilities in that regard. It can top-dress all the 
greens in just two hours, compared to double the time achieved by 
the older machine. 

Conventionally, topdressing of greens at golf courses involves 

then either dragging it in with a brush or watering it in with overhead 
irrigation sprinklers. “It’s a versatile utility vehicle that allows you 
to swap the implements around depending on the task you want to 
undertake. It’s also easy to swap the three implements around; it 

https://www.wirtgen-group.com/en-za/
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